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Some MCMC issues, revisited

Some MCMC issues (some mentioned, others not)

Why does an MCMC step sometimes choose the worse hypothesis?
Answer 1 (axiomatic): this is crucial for the mathematical proof of
convergence to the true posterior
Answer 2 (explanation of the axiom): if we never go down, then we will
get stuck at a single local peak. But we need to explore all the peaks
of our distribution! In order to get from one to another, we usually
need to step down.

What do I do if I have troubles with some parameters?
Knowledge about fine-tuning MCMC algorithms is not very common.
In fact, I myself am not particularly knowledgeable: partly because I
only once ran into a serious convergence problem!
Probably the best course of action is to write to the mailing list of the
software you are using. You have a good chance of getting help.
That said, if your problem is simply that you have an ESS of 20, (you’d
normally want ESS>200-300), just run the analysis longer. 50 million
generations is not unusual for large analyses, sometimes even longer.
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Some MCMC issues, revisited

Some MCMC issues (some mentioned, others not)

How do we interpret Bayesian priors, with respect to the results?

First of all, there are two broad types of priors: informative and
uninformative

When we have a fairly good idea about some parameter (it’s our prior
knowledge, or perhaps a hypothesis we want to test), we select a
narrow, informative prior. It’s like the antecedent in a conditional: “If
this prior, then this result”.

When we have no idea, we select a prior that would be fairly neutral, so
that very many different outcomes would be treated as a priori all likely.

Example: in our analyses, we haven’t put a restricted prior on the
height of the tree: uninformative. But we could have: informative.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Indo-European language family

Not shown: extinct branches,

most importantly Anatolian (modern Turkey) and Tocharian (modern NW China)
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Indo-European controversy

Two prominent theories: steppe homeland vs. Anatolian homeland

Both theories have attractive points. Both also leave a lot unexplained.

The science is still not completely settled.

Over the last 15 years, several high-profile studies claimed that
bioinformatic methods applied to linguistic data “prove” the Anatolian
hypothesis, resolving the debate.

One of them is [Bouckaert et al., 2012], who claimed to have solved
the question via phylogeography.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

The steppe theory

Timeframe: first split around 4200 BCE, then several major splits in late 3rd
millennium BCE.

Mechanism for expansion: pastoralist economy, perhaps better suited for
changing environmental conditions.

from [Anthony, 2013]
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

The Anatolian theory

Timeframe: first split in the late 7th millennium BCE.

Mechanism for expansion: spread of the Neolithic economy (=agriculture)
from Anatolia into the Balkans and farther into Europe.

from [Renfrew, 1999]
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Summary of the Indo-European controversy

It is important to realize that for both major theories of
Indo-European origins, there are massive explanatory problems.

Also for both, there is suggestive positive evidence (a bit more for the
steppe theory). But they cannot both be right!

⇒ In the ground truth, some plausible ideas must be false.
But we don’t know which.

Any novel method cannot resolve the debate on its own: it does not
explain away the problems within the theory it supports. It just
provides another piece for the puzzle.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s framework

The base: regular Bayesian MCMC phylogenetics

Phylogeography: in addition to the linguistic-data sequence, we have
two continuous coordinates associated with every moment on the tree.

Just as there can be categorical change in linguistic characters, at any
moment there can be small, continuous change in the coordinates.

In practice, of course, we compute not the (ling+geo) state for every
point on each branch, but just do that for nodes.

If we somehow restrict the coordinates at a subset of nodes, we can
try to infer the most likely coordinates at the others.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s framework

Movement model: Relaxed Random Walk, that is, 2-dimensional
Brownian motion with rates varying across branches (as with relaxed
molecular clock)

As Bouckaert et al. correctly note (p. 11 of the Supplmental Materials), the
model does not say that no systematic factors affect geographical ranges of
languages.

What the model does assume is that Brownian motion approximates the
outcomes of those systematic processes. This, of course, may be true or
false in our world.

Input data: geographical regions corresponding to the present-day
distributions of languages at the tips.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s results: support for Anatolia?

from [Bouckaert et al., 2012]

Bouckaert et al.’s conclusion: it’s clearly Anatolia! No early positions for IE
languages in the steppes. The old points (red) are almost all in Anatolia and
Greece.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s results: not so fast...

1 No IE speakers in e.g. Kazakhstan at all.
⇒ wrong! Central Asia has been Iranian-speaking for millennia, though in
the last 1000-1500 years Turkic languages started to be widespread there.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s results: not so fast...

2 Note a conspicuous dense region in the center of the Caucasus... That’s
where Ossetian (an Iranian language) is spoken today. But Ossetians
descend from Alans, who in the historical times (1st millennium CE) lived in
the steppes to the north.
⇒ it looks like the modern distribution is over-privileged, while the
prehistoric one is not recovered at all.
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s results: not so fast...

2 Note Sri Lanka, which according to the map was reached by IE speakers in
the last 500 years. But Sinhala people actually got there already in late 1st
mill. BCE.
⇒ looks like the model waits until the last moment to make the inevitable
jump into the present-day territory
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Bouckaert et al. 2012: Indo-European phylogeography?

Bouckaert et al.’s results: a summary

It is clear that Bouckaert et al.’s method fails to correctly recover even
the movements of the last 2-3 millennia.

In retrospect, this is not surprising.

You can hardly deduce just from seeing the present-day ranges of
Iranian languages that recently their speakers lived all over the East
European and West Asian steppes.

So the method is not necessarily bad, but it simply cannot succeed
with so little input data.
⇒ the conclusions about the IE homeland, even farther in time from
the input data, are absolutely not to be trusted.
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

The Slavic family on the map
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Kushniarevich et al.’s data

Genetic data:

mtDNA (mother’s line)
Y-chromosome DNA (father’s line)
autosomal, or nuclear DNA (much more info than both mtDNA and Y;
lesser mutation rates)

Linguistic data:

cognacy matrix from a 110-meaning Swadesh wordlist
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Exploratory data analysis for the genes of Slavic speakers
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

Input: a multidimensional matrix with numerical data

A common feature of such data: many variables in the matrix
correlated

PCA linearly transforms the original matrix into a new one with (i)
uncorrelated variables, (ii) with the first variable (Principal Component
1) capturing the most variation in the original data, and then in
descending order

PCA output: a transformed matrix, but with the same information,
and with most of that information concentrated in the first few
dimensions

⇒ PCA is a frequent technique for exploratory data analysis
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Zooming in onto the nuclear-DNA data
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Zooming in onto the nuclear-DNA data
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

DNA segments identical-by-descent (IBD) and time

Identity-by-descent (IBD): simply identical chunks of genome

Nuclear DNA inheritance process involves recombination:
chromosomes get split at a random point, and then recombined.

⇒ in the unmarked case, you inherit exactly the same long strings
that one of your parents had

⇒ but if there’s a recombination, you inherit smaller strings

Over time (in generations), the length of shared IBD segments
between people with ultimately the same ancestry, decreases (because
more and more recombination)
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

IBD patterns for Slavic speakers and their neighbors

For West-East Slavs, more affinity (including at deeper time depth) with
Baltic speakers and Estonians and with Finno-Ugric northern-european
speakers than with... South Slavs from the Balkans!
This largely agrees with the PCA results
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

What about linguistic data?

[Kushniarevich et al., 2015] only do a simple correlation:
...and some descriptive genetic statistics by language
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Kushniarevich et al 2015: Slavic and “Finno-Ugric” genes?

Summary of Kushniarevich et al.

Very probable language shift Uralic (?) → Slavic in the North

Close affinity between East-West Slavs and people in the Baltic states:

result of Baltic → Slavic shift?..
signal of older affinity?..

A clear difference between South Slavs and West-East Slavs

Clear difference in substrate(s). But direction cannot be established
from these data.
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

The Bantu language family
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

Overall genetic similarity of Bantu speakers

How did the Bantu spread?

Demic diffusion (split of the ancestral population + population growth)
vs. language shift (novel populations adopting the language)?

Long ago or recently?

from [de Filippo et al., 2012]
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

Bantu spread hypotheses

[de Filippo et al., 2012] formulate three
models, based on the debates in the
literature:

Early split: north of the rainforest

Late split: south of the rainforest

IBD (here =isolation by distance, not
identical-by-descent!): null model
where what matters is today’s
distance, not the migration path
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

Mantel test: correlation for tables

We want to compare matrices with linguistic vs. genetic distances.

For two regular variables, correlation is a good start.

But in matrices, values are not independent from each other. So we cannot assess
the correlation’s significance via the standard approach (=checking how the
obtained coefficient ρ compares to the known distribution of that statistic in the
no-true-dependence case.)

Alternative assessment of significance: permutation test
Flatten two matrices into long vectors, and compute correlation coefficient ρ
For N times: (i) shuffle the rows of one matrix randomly; (ii) compute ρ′

and store it.
Compare how large original ρ is relative to the distribution of
permutation-based ρ′s.

⇒ shows to us how likely the same or greater ρ was to arise from a random
matching of rows between the tables.

Mantel test = correlation + significance testing via permutations
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

Genes vs. predicted path lengths

Isolation by distance (black) seems to have
the best fit!

My worry: I’m not sure it’s valid to
compare two Mantel-test correlations.
But if we can, then IBD is the winner.

Interestingly, female markers seem more
aligned with IBD, while male markers, with
late-split (greater depth signal in Y?..)

Also interestingly, correlations with
linguistic distances the same rough
magnitude as with geographic paths
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

Ling. distances vs. predicted path lengths

Same picture for linguistics: isolation-by-distance wins
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de Filippo et al 2012: Bantu genes and languages

de Filippo et al.: results and open questions

Surprisingly, isolation-by-distance is best matched to the data.

Could be two reasons:
1 gradual dialectal diffusion with a lot of contact throughout
2 rapid dispersal followed by distance-mediated, but large-scale contact

To find out what happened at the dispersal, one should try to get past
the isolation-by-distance pattern, which dominates both the genetic
and the linguistic structure of variation.
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Languages and genes: state of the art

Languages and genes: state of the art

Many people interested in the connection languages-genes

The amount of available data has been constantly increasing

However, there are no true joint models in the literature for language
and genes. People do separate analyses on the two, and then test for
correlation. ⇒ a simplistic, very limited approach
But building a joint model is also not trivial, because of the difficulty of combining
the two types of data meaningfully.

Even with such simple tools, it can get very interesting:
very probable shift Uralic → Slavic
intriguing South vs. East-West Slavic differences
astonishing genetic uniformity of the Bantu
surprising explanatory power of IBD for Bantu speakers

But with new models, there could be a qualitative leap forward.
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